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Abstract 

In this paper, we present an extension to the CCA component architecture. The extension defined a minimal set of non-functional attributes of 
parallel components.  We havea implemented the common CCA components for the management of these attributes. Parallel components can 
provide some non-functional interfaces optionally. And they provide related information to the common components through these interfaces. 
For the optimization of parallel components implementations, the component developer should implement the attributes management parts 
specific to certain parallel components. The tests of the management of six of them show that our management mechanism can improves the 
performance of parallel components. And the test of management of the other three shows that this is an easy way of controlling parallel 
component execution. And it is very efficient. A real application test shows the practicability of our proposal. 
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1. Introduction

Recently, in the area of parallel computing, raising the productivity of parallel computing software is gaining more importance
for two reasons. On one hand, the development of large scale parallel applications is still at stage of handwork, causing it very 
hard to maintain and reuse the software. On the other, new hardware architecture is available, which needs high portability and
high productivity of parallel software. Based on common component technologies like COM [1], CORBA [2] and EJB [3], 
parallel component becomes a technology to solve these problems. Parallel components are components used to compose high 
performance scientific computing applications. Concerto project [4] introduced a middleware platform for parallel adaptive 
components. This platform provides a mechanism for resource modeling and monitoring. Furmento Nathalie advanced a layered 
component architecture for HPC Applications [5]. It separates component abstraction and implementation. And Lei Zhao [6] 
shows a method for predictive performance modeling of parallel component composition.  

Researchers from American national labs and academic institutions founded Common Component Architecture (CCA) forum 
for parallel components [7]. In this architecture, components written in different languages can interoperate through Scientific
Interface Definition Language (SIDL) [8]. CCA gives the least requirements on components [7]. This requirement is a 
component only has to implement the CCA’s Component interface. This interface only defines one method, “setServices( )” [7]. 
The most important benefit of CCA is that it can incorporate the legacy codes. CCA puts a strong emphasis on performance. It is
targeted for high performance scientific computing. Both parallel and distributed computing can be used in CCA [7]. 

These existing parallel component technologies have changed the way in which scientific computing software was designed. 
But some attributes of parallel components orthogonal to the scientific function need to be paid more attention. These attributes 
are somewhere referred as QoS (Quality of Service) [9] [10]. Sometimes, they can affect the performance of parallel components.
They may also help the users to control the execution of parallel components. We defined these attributes as non-functional 
attributes in this paper. These non-functional attributes may appear and be discussed in other software applications [11]. And we 
believe that they can improve the usefulness of parallel components software. 

In this paper, we present an extended component architecture to CCA. This architecture provides a unified management to the 
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non-functional attributes of CCA functional components. We provide the management of nine attributes of functional 
components. They are performance, resource requirement, deployment, schedule, load balance, adaptive, execution, transaction, 
security and access. Our extension gives a convenient way for managing the non-functional attributes of parallel components 
applications. 

The most important contribution is the separation of attributes management in parallel components applications.  First, the 
management of non-functional attributes is treated as a special unit in the parallel components applications. Second, this 
management is divided into two parts. One part contains some non-functional components. They define the management part 
shared by all functional components. These components are common components to all parallel application components. The 
other part includes some optional non-functional interfaces. These interfaces can be provided by the functional components. The
methods implemented in these interfaces realize the management parts specific to different functional components. And this 
management is extensible. The users can implement their own methods for their components. The tests results show that our 
management is effective. And this management can improve the performance of parallel components applications. Some 
reflective systems also gave the concept for separating interfaces for meta-level description of components [12]. They divided 
reflection into two parts. Structural reflection can change the functional aspects of the component [12]. Behavioral reflection is 
used to dynamically insert some interceptors for application monitoring [13]. Our paper focuses on the non-functional attributes
of parallel components. How to control and manage these attributes in a parallel components application is our primarily concern.  

The remaining sections of this paper are organized as follows: Section 2 describes the extended component architecture. 
Section 3 shows the management of platform resources. Section 4 introduces of non-functional attributes management 
mechanism. Section 5 contains some examples and tests. Section 6 concludes the paper. And In this paper, we use FC to denote 
functional component, and NFC stands for non-functional component. 

2. Extended component architecture 

CCA researches play an important role in designing scientific computing software [14]. But for a parallel component, there 
are many important attributes beyond a scientific function. For example, resource management and load balance can affect the 
performance of parallel software greatly [15] [16]. These attributes somewhere referred as QoS (Quality of Service) [9] [10], are
orthogonal to the scientific functions of parallel components. We defined these attributes as non-functional attributes of parallel 
component. In a survey conducted by the high performance computing lab of University of Science and Technology Beijing, 
96.4% of the 2000 scientific computing software users questioned said they had met the problem beyond the scientific function 
requirements. We defined a series of non-functional problems in a problem list. Between the users who met the non-functional 
problems, 93% gave at least one of nine specific problems from the problem list. These nine problems they met are named 
separately as adaptive, load balance, deployment, performance, schedule, execution, resource requirement, security and 
transaction in our list. These attributes are especially noteworthy when the execution environments are heterogeneous platforms.
And the variation of implementations of parallel components makes the management of their attributes difficult. As CCA is a 
basic definition for parallel components. It tries to establish a well-accepted standard for scientific computing software 
components. It wants to incorporate as many components as possible. This made CCA not so mature for the management of non-
functional attributes of parallel components. 

So we defined the attributes associated with these nine problems as a minimal set of non-functional attributes of parallel 
components. These nine attributes are defined as follows. We defined adaptive as the capability of a parallel component. With 
this attribute, component can react to specific event statically or dynamically. This event can be hardware resource change, input 
data variation or other user defined events. The reaction can be parallel degree variation, data partition variation or other changes 
to the parallel component. We defined load balance as another capability of a parallel component. It stands for that a parallel
component can migrate the load of it from one processor to another. We defined deployment in this way. A parallel component 
can have a deployment attribute. Then this component can select a suitable resource from a set of hardware resources.  
Deployment of this component on this resource can have better performance than others. A component with performance 
attribute can get its running performance data. It also can predict the performance of itself on certain resources. This parallel
component can also manage its performance data. Schedule attribute give the parallel component a way to schedule tasks in the 
component. Base on certain policies, tasks can be scheduled in a user defined sequence. Execution attribute can suspend the 
execution of a parallel component. It also can continue the execution from the suspend point when the user requires. This 
attribute can also stop the execution of a component and exit. Resource requirement attribute gives the user a means to set and
get the resource requirement of a parallel component. Security attribute controls the secure access of a parallel component. This
attribute sets and performs the access authorities of this component. Only allowed users or methods can access permitted parts of 
the component. Transaction attribute controls the transactional method execution in parallel components. In a transactional 
method, some transactional operations are performed on some parallel components. If all these operations success, this method 
will be successful executed. If not, this method failed and will be executed from the beginning.  

We divided parallel components into functional components and non-functional components. A functional component (FC) is 
a component performs some scientific functions the user needed in the original applications. A non-functional component (NFC) 
is a component we designed for the management of non-functional attributes of functional components. A NFC is a common 
component to all parallel applications. A CCA component can define “provides” ports and “uses” ports. Here ports are abstract 
interface. We take ports as interfaces for simplicity. A “provides” port contain the methods a component implements. A “uses” 
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port defines the methods needed from other components. Two components can be connected by matched “provides” and “uses” 
ports. Existing CCA parallel components only put emphasis on functional interfaces. For managing the non-functional attributes 
of parallel components, we defined some optional interfaces. Every interface contains methods to control a non-functional 
attribute. For optimization, these methods are specific to the parallel component. And they should be provided by the component
developers. We call these interfaces non-functional interfaces. We also defined some non-functional components responsible for 
the invocation of these interfaces at suitable time. These components use these non-functional interfaces. But they have their own 
provides interfaces. The users use these interfaces to start non-functional components.  

Figure 1 shows the extended architecture. In the top part of Figure 1, the original application consists of five functional 
components and a Driver component. They are connected by functional interfaces. And three functional components each 
provide their own non-functional interfaces. The middle part of Figure 1 is composed of our nine non-functional components. 
This part is connected to the top part by non-functional interfaces. The Driver component uses the start interfaces of these non-
functional components. The lower part of Figure 1 is the resource pool. It is composed of resource management components on 
top of heterogeneous platforms. This part monitors the platform resources and provides resource information to the other parts.
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Figure 1: Extended component architecture 

3. Non-functional attributes management 

We defined some non-functional interfaces for parallel components. These interfaces are optional, and may have different 
implementations. They are provided by FCs but used by corresponding NFCs. This means the methods in these interfaces are 
implemented by FCs. FCs register these interfaces to NFCs. And NFCs use these non-functional interfaces to manage the 
attributes of FCs. We have nine NFCs. Five of them are for the performance improvement of FCs. They are adaptive, load 
balance, requirement, deployment, performance and schedule components. The other three, execution, transaction, security and 
access components are for the execution control of FCs. 

The nine non-functional attributes have close relationship with the underlying execution environment. And most modern HPC 
applications are placed on heterogeneous platforms. So we also designed two resource management components for 
heterogeneous platforms. For managing the heterogeneous platforms, we modeled the resources in a platform as C++ objects [4]. 
We used XML (eXtensible Markup Language) [17] to describe our resources information. And we mainly concerned about the 
“node resource” and “network resource”. We had two kinds of resource management components. They are “node management” 
and “network management” components. Every resource is given a unique ID. A “node management” component is in charge of 
registering every resource in its local node. A “network management” component is located on every node. It can give the 
network information from simple tests. For example, a ping-pong test can get the time of a single message passing event. 

3.1. performance component  
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A “performance” component is connected to a FC through a “performance” interface. A “sourcep” method can give the source 
codes location of a component. The “performance” component performs a source code analysis. This analysis counts the 
numbers of different kinds of operations and communications. For loops, it counts the average number of iterations. For a switch
or a branch, it will count the average number of all conditions. Comparing with benchmarks on a standard machine and networks, 
it establishes a rough performance model. This model contains all the components provides “sourcep” method. The 
“performance” component then stores it in a model database connected to it. A “dataget” method in “performance” interface can 
get the runtime performance data. We invoke the TAU (Tuning and Analysis Utilities) component [12] in this method. The 
“performance” component invokes resource management components to get the resources information. Combing the 
performance data from “performance” interfaces, the “performance” component can establish the accurate performance models 
of certain components. This model will replace the rough model in the database. The “performance” component provides a 
“prediction” interface. It has a “predictive” method. This method can perform a performance prediction of a combination of some
FCs. This prediction is based on the prediction models in the model database. This prediction also uses the resource information
from resource management components. Figure 2 shows the structure of the “performance” component. 

Figure 2: Performance component 

3.2. requirement component and deployment component 

A “requirement” component can invoke the “requirement” interface of a FC and get its basic resource requirements. This 
information can be sent to a “deployment” component. This component generates a deployment policy. The generation of this 
policy contains two procedures. First, it gets the resource information from the resource management components. And it 
generates every possible deployment based on the resource requirements. Second, we adopt a “heuristic” method for the 
selection of the best policy. For every policy, the “deployment” component invokes the “performance” component to do a 
prediction. This prediction is for a combination of some components. For the components that don’t provide a “performance” 
interface, they will not be in this combination. We supposed that they are not the prominent parts in the performance. Based on
these predictions, the best policy is selected. It is sent as a parameter for the “deployment” interface of a FC. The methods in this 
interface deploy the component. Figure 3 shows the structure of the “requirement” component and “deployment” component. 

Figure 3: Requirement component and deployment component 
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3.3. schedule component 

We designed a “schedule” component to control the tasks schedule of a FC. If a FC provides a “schedule” interface, a 
“criterion” method in this interface gives the schedule criterion of this FC. This criterion can be time, priority, real-time, or
throughput. A “taskgq” method gives a queue of task groups in this FC. The executions of the task groups must follow the 
sequence in the queue. But the tasks in a group can be executed in any sequence. The “schedule” component uses the queue and 
the criterion to generate a schedule policy. First, it has to decide the task sequence in every group. For a time criterion, it will try 
to minimize the total execution time. Every task will be provided with a time weight. The task with the largest weight in a group 
will be scheduled. For a priority criterion, task with a high priority will be executed first. For real-time criterion, it will discard 
the task that doesn’t respond in a set time. For a throughput criterion, it will try to minimize the execution time of a task group. 
The shortest task in the group will be scheduled. After that, the task group will be scheduled one by one. The “schedule” 
component sends this policy to the FC. And a “scheduler” method in the “schedule” interface executes this policy. Figure 4 
shows the structure of the “schedule” component. 

Figure 4: Schedule component 

3.4. Load balance component and adaptive component 

If we want to provide load balance mechanisms to a FC, we should add a “load balance” interface to it. The FC provides this 
interface. It can be connected to a “load balance” component uses this interface. A “load balance” component also provides a 
“start” interface with a “start” method. User can set the parameters for start. A “dtime” parameter set the time interval of two
load detection. A “high threshold” and a “low threshold” set the high and low load threshold of a CPU. If the load of a CPU is 
higher than the high threshold, we call it an overload CPU. If its load is lower than a low threshold, we call it a spare CPU. A
“sharen” parameter set the maximum number of CPUs to share the load. If we want to provide load balance mechanism to a FC, 
we first connect the “load balance” component to the FC through the “load balance” interface. The “load balance” component 
invokes the node management components periodically. Based on the load reports it gets, it generates a load balance policy. It 
will migrate the load on the over load CPUs to some spare CPUs. This policy has two constrains. First, the number of spare 
CPUs we can select can’t exceed the value of the “sharen” parameter. Second, the selected spare CPUs must be located on nodes 
which meet the basic resource requirements of the FC. This can be obtained from the “requirement” component. Then the “load 
balance” component sends the policy to related nodes. And it will invoke the “load balance” interfaces of the FCs with the policy
as a parameter. The methods of the interface then perform the actual balance operations.   

Figure 5: Load balance component 

An “adaptive” component performs a similar procedure. But it monitors not only the resources changes but some other user 
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defined events. The “adaptive” component also has a “start” interface. And an “event” parameter sets the monitored event. When 
trigger event appears, the “adaptive” component generates an adaptive policy and sends it to the FC. We have four kinds of 
adaptive policies. They are parallel degree variation, data partition variation, component migration and implementation variation. 
Parallel degree variation policy represents change in the parallel degree of the FC. Data partition variation means modifying the 
data partition of the FC. Component migration denotes transfer of the component to another node. Implementation variation 
stands for use of another alternative FC implementation. The FC implementing the “adaptive” interface will get the adaptive 
policy. Then it executes the “self-adaptive” methods. Figure 5 shows the structure of the load balance component. And Figure 6 
shows the structure of the adaptive component. 

                                                                                                               Figure 6: Adaptive component 

3.5. components for the execution control 

An “execution” component can invoke a “suspend” method in the “execution” interface of a FC. This method suspends the 
process of the FC and saves its state. It will return the result of the suspend operation and the process ID to the “execution”
component. A “continue” method in this interface can use the process ID to active the process. An “exit” method can stop the 
execution of the FC. A “transaction” component can control the transactional operations of some FCs. Each of these FCs 
provides a “transaction” interface. There are two methods in this interface. The “transaction” component invokes a “state” 
method to get the state of the FCs. It invokes a “transactional” method on these interfaces and gets its results. This method 
performs some transactional operations, such as updates of a shared data. If all transactional methods success, the “transactional” 
component will broadcast a success message to all FCs involved. These FCs will execute their following operations. If some 
transactional methods fail, the broadcast message will be a fail notice, and all the FCs will roll back to the start points of these 
methods. Figure 7 shows the structure of the “execution” component. And Figure 8 shows the structure of the “transaction” 
component. 

Figure 7: Execution component                                                                               Figure 8: Transaction component  

A “security and access” component controls the secure access to FCs. A FC can provide a “security and access” interface. A 
“set” method in this interface can be used to set the access authorities of different users. These access authorities are listed in a 
table and stored in a file. These authorities can be promise, deny, or security level of certain methods in the interfaces provided 
by a FC. The “security and access” component provides an “apply” interface with an “applyf” method. This method has a “clist” 
parameter. Users can set this parameter as the list of name of FCs they want to apply access control. The “security and access”
component invoke an “access” method in the “security and access” interface to control the secure access to a FC. Figure 9 shows
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the structure of the “security and access” component. 

Figure 9: Security and access component 

For raising the extensibility of our non-functional attributes management, we have the following settings. The methods 
implementations in the non-functional interfaces are specific to the FCs. But the NFCs are common and shared by all the FCs. In
the above architecture, we have only realized the implementations of all NFCs. The implementations of methods in the non-
functional interfaces vary dependent on the implementations of FCs. 

4. Experiments and results 

In the attributes we defined for FCs, there are six attributes are for the performance improvement of FCs. They are adaptive, 
load balance, resource requirement, deployment, performance and schedule. The other three attributes are for the runtime control
of FCs. We provided the management of these nine attributes in six tests. 

Our execution platform is a heterogeneous cluster. It is composed of three parts connected by Gigabit Ethernet. One part is 
composed by 38 SMPs. One SMP is a machine with 2 x Intel Xeon 2.8GHZ CPU/512K L2 Cache, 2G memory. The operating 
system is fedora Linux 9. One part is composed by some multicore machines. They are two machines with 4 x Quad-Core 
Intel(R) Xeon(R) Processor E7320/2.13GHZ/2X2MB L2 Cache, two machines with 4 x Quad-Core AMD Opteron(tm) 
Processor 8347/1.9GHZ/4096K L2 Cache and a machine with 8 x Quad-Core AMD Opteron(tm) Processor 
8347/1.9GHZ/4096K L2 Cache, 8G memory. The operating system is Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server release 5.2. The other 
part is composed by 16 PlayStation 3(PS3) with IBM CELL BE processor, 7x256KB SRAM. The operating system is Fedora 9 
for Linux ppc64.  

First we tested our load balance mechanism in a small application. It had a “master” component and five “slave” components. 
The “master” component sent tasks to the slaves unevenly, with some slaves gotten much more numbers of tasks than other. 
Each of these components was deployed on a SMP. A task was some amount of simple computation. We implemented a “load 
balance” interface on the slaves.  

100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000 10000 20000 30000 40000 50000 60000 70000 80000 90000 1E+05

Figure 10: Load balance test                                                                              Figure 11: Adaptive test 

We tested our adaptive management in anther application. In this application, a “compute” component performed certain 
amount of computation on a local array. The component was initialized with four processes. Each process was on a SMP. The 
component process first checked the local array size. If it was large enough, it would trigger an event. This event would be 
captured by the “adaptive” component. It generated an adaptive policy. This policy defined that the compute processes would 
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spawn some new processes. And an “adaptivef” method performed the spawn operation, and scattered some data to each new 
process. After computation, the data were collected to the original four processes. 

Figure 10 gives the test results of the application. From Figure 10, we can see clearly that our load balance mechanism can 
improve the performance of parallel components. And Figure 11 gives the test results. The adaptive policy was increase of the 
parallel degree. Our adaptive mechanism achieved a much better performance because the computation didn’t involve much 
communication.  

We tested our schedule mechanism using a time criterion. We established a composite component. There were some 
computing tasks groups in this component. Every task was given a time weight proportional to its execution time on a single 
CPU core. The “schedule” component called the “taskgq” method in the “schedule” interface on the composite component. It 
then got the tasks groups’ information. It generated a policy based on time criterion. The “scheduler” method in the “schedule”
interface executed the policy.  

We tested our “performance”, “requirement”, and “deployment” component together. We built an image processing 
application composed of five components. An “init” component initialized the processing environment. Then a “scatter” 
component read some images and sent them to some “processing” component processes. The images were median filtered by 
these processes. The results were collected by a “gather” component. We added “performance”, “requirement”, and 
“deployment” interfaces to the “scatter” and the “processing” components. For resource requirement, we defined that the 
“scatter” component needed memory larger than 4G. And the “processing” component needed a CPU with a frequency faster 
than 2.4GHZ. In our test, the machines satisfied these two conditions were used for the performance prediction of these two 
components. And an approximately optimized deployment was generated. The “scatter” component was deployed on a machine 
with 8G memory. A “processing” component process was deployed on a SMP. The other three components were randomly 
deployed. We considered that they didn’t affect the performance too much. Figure 12 gives the test results of our schedule 
mechanism. It was performed on a SMP. Figure 13 shows the test results of our deployment mechanism. 

Figure 12: Schedule test                                                                                   Figure 13: Deployment test 

We tested our “execution”, “security”, and “transaction” component in another test. A “business” component implemented a 
“security and access” interface, a “transactional” interface and an “execution” interface. It was run on five processes. It first
checked the authority of the current user. Each of the process then updated a local copy of some shared data. We defined these 
operations as a transaction. 

Figure 14: Control mechanism test                                                                            Figure 15: Real application XMD test 
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Then the “business” component performed some simple computation. In this procedure, the “execution” component asked the 
computation to pause, and waited for 20s, then continued the computation. For comparison, we tested the “business” component 
executed without the three optional interfaces. The comparison test slept for 20s after all computation had finished. The results
are in Figure 14. In this test, all transactional operations were success. 

We assumed this is the most common condition that our transactional mechanism would meet. And we can see that the 
additional cost brought by these interfaces was very small. If only the methods implemented by the component developer don’t 
bring too much cost, this management is very effective.  

For real applications, we used XMD molecular dynamics for metals and ceramics program as our test example [18]. We 
componentized this program using the CCA tools [19]. For radiation damage simulation, we varied the particle number and 
iteration times as different input data sizes. We have four components in this application. A “Driver” component invoked a 
“Readcommand” component. This component read the input data from a file and sent these data to two other components. A 
“Neighborlist” component performed the “neighborlist” and force calculation. And an “Integration” component distributed the 
particles to different domains. The “Neighborlist” component had a “performance” interface, a “requirement” interface and a 
“deployment” interface. This component is computation-intensive. We defined that it needed a CPU with a frequency faster than 
2.5 GHZ. The “requirement” got this resource requirement and sent it to the “deployment” component. The “deployment” 
component generated the best deployment policy. For comparison, we also tested this application without our non-functional 
attributes management mechanism in CCA version. Figure 15 shows the test results. 

From these tests, we can see that our extension provided a convenient way for the management of non-functional attributes of 
parallel components application. This mechanism can improve the performance of parallel components applications. And it can 
provide useful management of the execution procedure without too much additional cost.  

5. Conclusion 

In this paper, we present a unified mechanism for management of multiple non-functional attributes of parallel components. 
We defined and implemented the common parts of this management as nine non-functional components. We also defined the 
management specific to the functional components. This part was defined as some optional non-functional interfaces. We 
described the management mechanism. We also gave some example implementations of some parallel components providing 
these interfaces. Our test shows that our management can improve the performance of parallel components. The tests of 
management of load balance, adaptive, schedule, and deployment attribute show much better performance than the same 
applications without them. And the test of execution procedure control shows that our control mechanism is very effective. A test
of XMD [13] molecular dynamics shows the use of our proposal in real application. In the future, we will try to Triana units [20] 
for functional components in this paper. This may help the users of workflow applications. 
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